Through crowdsourcing and open innovation, product manufacturers are exploiting digital technologies to communicate with their consumers, drawing on the crowd to propose new products and designs. The food industry has struggled with adopting this model due to the lack of an effective language around the taste and texture of food. Existing sensory vocabularies are complex and target food professionals instead of consumers. To address this, we created a new consumer-centred sensory vocabulary aimed at underpinning future crowdsourcing platforms for open innovation in food manufacturing, with a focus on cake.
Introduction
In the last few years product design and manufacturing has undergone a significant paradigm shift in the domain of new product development. Consumers are increasingly having more input into the processes that shape products. Companies as diverse as Ikea, Fiat and 
Discussion and Future steps
In this paper we proposed that there is a lack of common language on sensorial attributes of taste and texture between consumers and food manufacturers, which hinders direct communication between the two as well as the leveraging of crowdsourcing for open food innovation. To address this, we have developed a vocabulary that is informed by the prevalent industry language but grounded in consumer needs. The next steps in this work would require the evaluation of this vocabulary based on two main criteria:
1. Is this vocabulary capable of consistently distinguishing different cake products from each other? 2. Can a food manufacturer produce a satisfactory product based on consumer preferences encoded with this vocabulary?
To answer these questions we plan to conduct a series of studies aimed at evaluating the vocabulary. First we will conduct a large scale cake-rating study where members of the public are invited to try a piece of cake and rate it across all words in the vocabulary. The results will be modelled into cake profiles for the different types of cake, which will then be compared to see if they are sufficiently distinct from each other. The second evaluation will involve creating an open-kitchen setup where consumers are invited to order a piece of cake using the vocabulary. A professional baker would then attempt to create the cake product for the consumer who will then evaluate it.
We hope that the outcomes of this work will provide a sensorial vocabulary that is grounded on consumer needs and wants and that is expressive enough to allow for meaningful, rich communication between consumers and manufacturers via digital or other crowdsourcing media. Apart from its value to the food manufacturing industry, we believe that engaging consumers with food at a sensorial level can also be very empowering and educational as it can allow for re-conceptualizing food consumption and new appreciations of food products.
